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                 Party with the Stars in Dubai

                 
                     Win an All-Expense-Paid Trip to
                     Interswitch OneAfrica Music Fest
                 

             

             
                 Sign up On Quickteller
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                HOW TO WIN

                Get Your Bags Packed. 

                    Party Mode Activated
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                To win an all-expense paid trip to the Interswitch One Africa Music Fest in Dubai, please follow the steps below;


                
                    	
                            Login to your Quickteller account 

                            If you’re an existing user, open your mobile or go right on the web to get started. New users aren’t left out either; sign up for free and you might just be on your way to Dubai.

                            
                        
	
                            Complete at least 3 Transactions

                            Go on, make at least three transactions on the platform. You can Pay bills, Transfer funds, Flight Ticket, Purchase Data or Airtime and do so much more on Quickteller. The more you do, the closer you are to going on that trip

                        


                

                
                
                    Start Transacting
                
 
                
            

        

        
            
                
                    HIGHLIGHT

                

                
                    Let’s Take You on An Unforgetable Experience

                

                
                    
                        
                        
                        
                    
                

            

        

        
            
                
                    10

                    Dec 2022

                    10pm- 6am

                

                
                    
                        MADINAT JUMEIRAH

                        Arena, Dubai
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                            SEC

                        

                    

                

                
            

        

        
            
                Enjoy Magical Performances by your Faves.

                Whether you need some Ginger, or you’re looking for Somebody’s son or maybe you just want to Rock and change your Levels, your fav is set to take you on a journey! 
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                    Flavor
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                    Tiwa Savage

                

                
                
            

            
                Party with the stars
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                        Africa to the World
                    

                    One Africa Music Fest is the most prestigious leading platform in showcasing Africa's best and brightest talents, with the sole aim of solidifying Africa's position within the entertainment industry on a global level.

                    
                        We see this concept as a critical contribution to the development and awareness of African Music/Talents, globally. The results will be the expansion of physical and digital entertainment and lifestyle distribution, creating partnership opportunities around the globe.

                    
                        Start Transacting
                    

                

            

           
        
    
    
        
            
                Got Questions?

                We are here to answer your questions, follow us on social media and send us questions via DM.
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                    We are choosing to reward you, just because you are choosing to join us.
                

                
                    Know anyone else that should benefit from this? Tell your friends about this opportunity.
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